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The Software Patent Problem is not new 

  

1967 Report of the President’s Commission on the Patent System 
 

“This recommendation…would eliminate whatever  

possibility exists for…obtaining a patent covering a  

[software] program. 

 

 



The Software Patent Problem is not new 

  

1994 Public Hearing on Use of the Patent System to Protect 
Software-Related Inventions 

Every engineer and almost every startup that testified  

opposed software patents. 

 

 



Why has it persisted? 

  

The problem: 
Software/Tech patents  
 

Our unitary patent system 
 



The TRIPS Problem  

  

Article 27  
“patent rights shall be available and 
patent rights enjoyable without 
discrimination as to the [] field of 
technology.”  
 
(Non-discrimination promise) 
 
 



My Fix 

  

To debunk the myth that TRIPS 
prevents industry-specific reform 
 
 
 
 
 



Because Despite TRIPS Article 27… 

  

 
 
 
 
 

We treat different patents differently all the time 

• Surgical Methods Exemption (35 USC 287(c)) 

 

• Drug Patent (Bolar) Exemption (35 USC 271(e)  

 

• Tax Strategy Patent Ban (Section 14) 

  

• PGR for Covered Business Method Patents 

(Section 18) 



How do we do it? How can we do it, for 
software patents? 

  

 
 
 
 
 



How do we do it? How can we do it, for 
software patents? 

  

 
 
 
 
 

TRIPS Release Valve (3-step test): 
exceptions are okay if they are 
 narrow 
 well-defined 
 don’t prejudice legitimate interests 
 
(DS160/Canada Pharmaceutical case) 

 



How do we do it? How can we do it, for 
software patents? 

  

 
 
 
 
 

Article 27 permits  
 differential, non-discriminatory 
 treatment of technologies 
    bona fide differences 
 
(DS114/Canada Pharmaceutical case) 

 



Tech Patents Are Bona Fide Different 

  

 
 
 
 
 

- Can’t find them, making 
infringement inadvertent 

- Small invention, big product 
- Short Product cycles 
- Trolls 

Solution: Apply fixes to tech patents, 
based on these differences  



Add a tech patent limitation to all 
administrative/ legislative proposals 

  

 
 
 
 
 

Increased maintenance fees 
Innocent inventor/user defense… 
Reduced fees for post-grant review 
Fee-shifting (SHIELD ACT) 



The SHIELD Act vs. the 3-step test 

  

 
 
 
 
 

exceptions are okay if they are 
 narrow, well-defined 

  only hardware/software patent cases 
 don’t prejudice legitimate interests 
   there is no legitimate interest in bringing      
        unreasonable cases 
  
other potential limitations: troll suits, one-way shift to 
plaintiffs 



We already do this 

  

 
 
 
 
 

When patent covers a small component 
on a big product… 
-Contributory infringement harder to prove 

(meaning for components suitable for 

substantial non-infringing use) (271(c)) 

-Causal nexus needed to get an injunction 

(AppSung I, II) 

 



What we could do… 

  

 
 
 
 
 

Since product cycles are short… 
-Increase maintenance fees, for tech patents 
beyond 5 years… 

 
Since infringement is usually inadvertent… 
-Create a limited innocent user exemption for 
patents where the patent was undiscoverable 
via a reasonable research  


